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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE OR OPERATING LIMITATION
Recently, two separate incidents involving SALA “bosun’s chair” style fall protection harnesses were
reported. In the first incident, a new SALA Model 1106103 Delta II Oil Derrick Harness was noted to have
been improperly assembled by the manufacturer. Specifically, the webbing was improperly threaded through
a turnbuckle. This was a new harness that had just been removed from the packaging. A picture of the
improper assembly is on the following page, along with a photo of a correct assembly.
In the second incident, a roller cam on the right side torso adjustment strap on a SALA harness came loose
and fell to the rig floor. The wearer had just climbed down from the derrick before the failure occurred. This
occurred on a customer location and did not involve Weatherford personnel. More detailed information on
this incident can be found in the customer alert appended to the end of this communication.
Neither case resulted in injury. However, the potential for injury would be high if these occurred in the course
of a fall or other critical situation.

AFFECTED EQUIPMENT/FACILITY (INCLUDE PART NUMBERS AND NAMES, IF APPLICABLE)
SALA fall protection harnesses.

REQUIRED ACTIONS
All SALA fall protection harnesses are to be quarantined and closely inspected for defects and/or improper
assembly. Any harnesses found to have actual or suspected problems should be removed from service.
Information on harnesses found to be unfit for service (including model, lot number and manufacture date)
should be sent to Tracy Watson, Mid-Continent HSSE Area Manager.
Tracy Watson is currently working with the vendor and the manufacturer to determine whether these
incidents are isolated or part of a larger quality issue. Further guidance on this equipment will follow,
depending on the outcome of the investigation.
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QHSE ALERT
Alert No: 7-3-US-GL-GL-00008
Date: 01/24/08
SALA Fall Protection Harnesses
Recently, two separate incidents involving SALA “bosun’s chair” style fall protection harnesses were reported. In the
first incident, a new SALA Model 1106103 Delta II Oil Derrick Harness was noted to have been improperly assembled
by the manufacturer. Specifically, the webbing was improperly threaded through a turnbuckle. This was a new
harness that had just been removed from the packaging. A picture of the improper assembly is below, along with a
photo of a correct assembly.
In the second incident, a roller cam on the right side torso adjustment strap on a SALA harness came loose and fell to
the rig floor. The wearer had just climbed down from the derrick before the failure occurred. This occurred on a
customer location and did not involve Weatherford personnel. More detailed information on this incident can be found
in the customer alert appended to the end of this communication.
Neither case resulted in injury. However, the potential for injury would be high if these occurred in the course of a fall
or other critical situation.

Correct

Incorrect

Immediate Action Required:
All SALA fall protection harnesses are to be quarantined and closely inspected for defects and/or improper
assembly. Any harnesses found to have actual or suspected problems should be removed from service. Information
on harnesses found to be unfit for service (including model, lot number and manufacture date) should be sent to
Tracy Watson, Mid-Continent HSSE Area Manager.
Tracy Watson is currently working with the vendor and the manufacturer to determine whether these incidents are
isolated or part of a larger quality issue. Further guidance on this equipment will follow, depending on the outcome of
the investigation.

Shell EPW Wells HS&E Learning Bulletin
Fountain Report No: TBD

Location: Nabors 180 Gasmer Facility

Incident Date: 01-14-08

What happened: . : NM-SAFETY HARNESS ADJUSTING LATCH FAILURE. EE had just climbed
down out of derrick after tripping out of hole. Upon releasing from climbing assist EE heard heard
something drop to rig floor. Upon inspection found roller cam to right side torso adjusting strap.
Investigation in progress.

Early Learning Points

Side of failed buckle.

Buckle in fully
assembled position.

¾ Sala brand harness, Model #1104804, Lot#
12832203, Date of manufacture 06-06.
¾ PPE in question was a personal issue item and
had been issued to EE new Dec. 07.
¾ All components of the harness showed no sign of
wear or rough service.
¾ Spring loaded safety slide came out of buckle
allowing the roller tensioner to fall free from buckle.
¾ Had this happened under load it would have been
a catastrophic failure of safety harness.
¾ All harnesses of this type should be closely
inspected giving special attention to the adjusting
buckle and the spring loaded tensioner.
¾ Currently contacting Sala regarding this incident.

Shell EPW Wells HS&E Learning Bulletin
Fountain Report No: TBD

Location: Nabors 180 Gasmer Facility

Incident Date: 01-14-08

What happened: . : NM-SAFETY HARNESS ADJUSTING LATCH FAILURE. EE had just climbed down
out of derrick after tripping out of hole. Upon releasing from climbing assist EE heard heard
something drop to rig floor. Upon inspection found roller cam to right side torso adjusting strap.
investigation in progress.

Failed buckle.

View of a buckle with
tensioner in place.

